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law-books.orgFirst, watch this video that shows a gigantic chunk of planet earth, as it travels through the
sun at 1,000,000 miles an hour. How many times have you seen this kind of thing in the movies, and if
you haven't seen this kind of stuff, start watching now. You're in for a treat... Second, watch this young
lady how into the music, and this may explain why the young lady is so talented. This is natural talent,
that's been passed on to her from her mom, her mamma. Go ahead and watch the video. What do you
think of this young lady? See more at:Amish, age of health reform in your face Q: Amish are followers of
the teachings of Christian groups who do not follow in the ways of this world. Who has been at the
forefront in this era of health care reform, which has turned a lot of people against the Amish? A: Yes, it's
long been noted that the Amish don't have a health care crisis, but they are at the forefront of issues
related to government help in any form. The Amish are now the target of health care reform. I know this
from personal experience. As you've read in other columns, I left the Amish community after my 18th
birthday because I moved away and now find myself in the mix of social change. For a variety of reasons,
"changing" is never easy on the Amish. The Amish communities are small, a family unit is everything, and
for many people, the idea of going out of one's mind from trying to change is too hard to deal with. For
many Amish, it's easy to hold back on change and change is difficult for many people. The Amish are not
into taking government handouts and seeing the things in our culture we consider sins, like tattooing or
non-Amish people living in their community, are considered a sin. As The Plain Dealer reported recently,
we don't use birth control. We don't use dental care. Our children, because of the Amish philosophy, are
taught not to know violence, and it's easier to keep our culture if most of us don't use this technology
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